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. Dear & Maggie, . : 

Your letter of Saturday morning has just arrived, and I want to thank : you aguin 
for your extrem | mseriph, Ls 
halt as effective as you believe, I will be pleased, In a way I “Mve in | fear, that I 
have: overlooked, misinterpreted, ete, ‘Again, i sheuld like te emphasize > that “you 
should. feel free to ‘photocopy any parts that: will be useful te you an your: own JLavers; 
I knew that you will not make any use of the nat eriz I gould possibly objeet tO 
and I haven't the smallest worry about that-—otherwise, Fs would aot have sent any: of. ib 
7 Magpie, I have had the iden ical experienss as that you describe at the ekimming — 
of your letter, At times I am mortified Ww what sees tome to bea *atscovery"—os 
to find that I had already "diseovered” z d vecorded ani/o 
person back in the dim days of Noveaber embbe east: 
the HZ E, The Seope and mass of the. matedal is 1 such that no. brain can contain at all 
continuously and in an organised way, One of the greatest di fPicultics I have pexLene 

is that in the search for one document or one fact, the eye discovers and. is %i Bape ib 

tetally unrelated and fas: ime ting document. whieh in tum Pogeises a. . Search for related 
material, in the course of whith one encourte es | infinitum I have 
many times been the fictim of this } of chain reaction (at Least 4 in . the early days), - 
to the point that at the end of the geries of f tgltdone 2 | cond not even ‘recut what it 

was that -starbed me.on the ‘long convoluted joorndy, or the etond or. thir 
distractions. Another pisemonensi, as you = Point ; out, is ‘hat the material ¢ one. > rend 
mts corks: age. takes on Ont ne ading 

one. sould ast judge 2 as being + ant the first in 

yourself for the "utter and total shanties" Dotanse, re se, I aesure yous We : 3 
the same experience, Ap , ‘ may aie 2g wing and digesting 3 MASS that 
is simply too, great- animes 3 +r . ar we: were 2 suddenly free of ali 
auxiliary work, the keeping in touch with others, the neshanies. af hiv. 3 iy A 
the day...ete, , | Se 

Your letter cressed with an envelope I nailed yesterday, enelosing a few nore 
notes on various phonecalls, includt: - Sanvage. and Sate atia, By the ways Salandria 
and Harold Feldnan ape brothers~im-lam. , How 3 det me. tun to the specific points 
with. which you dealt, - : 

(1) GE 22h and Willis Slide 8 In the days when T was in touch with: Mark Lane's 
people, in partia ler a ‘young married woman. Maxiene - crn 

comnarh) , Iwas told that 2224 

‘§SED shortly after the shots, One of Lane's agents } Bellas. on 
Willis; she had obtained a phote which Willis ‘had withheld detiberatery, benause it 
appeared to show Ruby ang he realized its endrmous value. In that: withheld photo, 
apparently {even more than in Willis Slide 8), *: ‘there is a marked ‘rapemblanes, 40 Ruby» 



Dun 

The man has his face or part of it toward the camera, I am told, but the atericns is | 
" that he is wearing sunglasses, and it is not possible ‘te make & eonslusive identi fica ton 
of him as ‘Ruby or not-Ruby, The testimony ‘that places Ruby on the scens ig quite: 
interesting-—Jean Hill, a ‘thorn in the Wii's flegh in several respects’ | Vaetoria 
‘Adams, ditto; and Wes Wise, who changed his story from seeing Ruby there Friday to - 

) seeing him Saturdays | (There may be more, but thege are the ones I reesil offhand.) 
fo me, this must be Jaxtaposed to the treatment af Seth Kantor/Wilme Tive's reports — 

that Ruby was pt Pa: Klands . In few Places has the W betrayed itself as blatantly. as 
Keretr its "conélusion that the Kant or/Rihy eneounter actually. took place atthe 
police station is ludicrous. The conversation betwen them would have been anachronistic 
on Friday evening but sensible in bhe afternoon, Farthermore, the W says that Ruby denies 
having been at Parillands but you will notice how they sboided asiing Ruby 4f he hol , 

- the encounter with Kantor at all, ani if so, where, Compare alse the i's treatment 
of the driving time Parkland to Garsusel, ve Oswald!s taxi Greyhound to Beckley, whieh 
was trimmed from 11 to 9 te six minites, in a reenactment done without even metering 
the ride to see if the fare-cane out the sand, So far as I am concerned, Ruby was 
definitely at Parkland, and possibly or even probably at the TSBD scene, But the 
point is that if the WO can disregard the conélusive evidense on the One, we cannot 
trust its disposition of the other-—-or any part of its huge pretentious work, 

(2) Oswald's encoubter with an SB agent I find no aiffienlty whatever in 
believing this ineident, as Oswald!s statements during the interrogation (with one or 
two exceptions which may and probably are deliberate misrepresentations by those 

‘Present—«i.,e, his replies on the trip to Hexico Clty) seen astonishingly truthful, 
considering the jam he was in, However,” I dia not ‘inelnde it in wy section on the 
grassy: knoll because it was not a' question of sommene aerounbing for himself by pesing 
as an SS agent, bub someone who gratuitously drew abbenbion. to himself, when his. 
presences otherwise would have been n unnoticed, it has a slightly different shading 
ao I decided to leave it out, or perhaps use it elsewhere, As I say, personally I 

‘believe the incident happened; Oswald ab no time showed a capacity for invention—his 
seemingly bizarre story of a rifle in the TSED two days before ty red out to be true 
(hard as it was for Rankin to believe it), This one is sinost certainly true, too, 
bet I am not sure how it should be interpreted, 

| (3) Dime of report of Tippit shee sing From what I have been able to study of 
the three versions of the police radio leg and the relevant testinony, I am convinced 
that there was considerable dectoring of the entries. i have done a section on the 
alleged instruetion to Tippit to move into central Oak Gliff in whieh I have tried a. 
to demonstrate that there was such a wild internal illogic in that sequence that i+ § | 
can only be regarded as a clumsy mmeyumeume fiction, I was aware of Bewley's affidavit 
but I had not noticed the two listings of "1:10" in CE 705 p.h08. What I had found 



highty muspest ¥ was ‘the corresponding part of the ‘third version of the radio les—te, 
CE 197k p $1. (volume XXTIZ p 857). You will. see on that page that FESR and 1115 
are separated by only three messages (fend of belt six® followed by 212 to dispatcher, 

di spatcher reply to 222, an and 261 to. dispatcher). _ Without’ any question whatever, 
there was more traffic than that in a h-mimrbe period, One of the officers (I can't 
he specific without searching my notes) testified (7 or said in a report (more Likely) 
that he was trying for esbout 10 minutes to get through to the dispatcher or the 
switehboard, bub it was so jemmed that he could not . (around that hour). But of course 
the "end of belt six" would give an escape hatche«they could always say that ‘they 

"lost® the end of belt wii or the start of belt seven. 
Something is very fishy about the whole Tippit shoobing—the « confi ots shout $he 

time, and the conflicts about many ot! er facets, See for example the testimony of 
reserve officer Groy in 12H—he reports a woman who seems at first to be Markhan, but 

later it becomes obvious that she sould not have been Markham, See also Gerald Hill 
in 7H, in which he says that an unknown male witness told him the man whe shot Tippit 

had bushy hair. Reverting to Bewley for a moment, he had picked up his child and 
was en route to pick up his wife, and I am inclined to think that he was more aware 
of the time than the other witnesses, who had no similar need (except perhaps Markham, 
who was on her way to work, and who alse reported the shooting as earlier~1,07 I think}. 

_ 2 had the same reaction to Thomsen's "Quest for Truth"; but he was not quite so 

far oub (fer enough, Heaven knowsl). | As for Joesten, I don't knew what has become of 
him, He was mentioned in a "roundup" article (in the National Guardian, I believe) 
after the “WE came out ani possibly just after the NY Lane/Belli debates the article 
said that he was working on a book in which he wuld desonstrate that the man at the , 

6th floor window was Tippit. And that was the last iheard of J. You have probably 
geen the interviews with him and his wife CE 2708 2709 in whieh she said that he sas 

becoming deranged, (Of course, he did publish the "Gaps" article, which in many ways 
is superior to his earlier book.) | I had not heard apything about McDonald's wife 
Visiting Mrs. JFK} Gddly enongh, only a half-hour before I read your letter, someone 
dropped off an article from a Boston newspaper, in which it said that HeDonsid Was 
visiting there ami being feted, and algo considered as the subject of a documentary 
film on the life of a policeman} ‘His phote (CE Thy I think) makes him an unlikely = a 
candidate for anything but another Keystone Cops art film, | Did you ever see his bye 
Lined article in the Dallas Morning News on 11/2h or 11/257777 In it (but nowhere olga) — 
he. says that he had drawn hie gun when approaching Oswald in the theater-—-food for 

thought indeed. I don't want to start another page, so I will tel]. you in singl. . Space 
that I have a plane reservation for Miami on Wednesday 8/11/65, returning to NY the next — 
night. Do you know yet when your sohort will visit NY? Stame's wife broke her ankide 
jeopardizing his trip to Mexteo/Dalias! ‘Also, can you tell me the development re back 
of sign, streaks, about whieh Salandria could net tell me beesuse he had been asked to keep 
it confidentisl?  % love ami look forward to your letters, Mageiec, Attectional ely - 


